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A strong partner for electronics coolingAchievements count
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GmbH

We are convinced that the best references a company can have, are successful projects and satisfied customers. 

Our customers base includes from the automation, medical, lighting, aerospace and measuring technology sector 

as well as from the communication and high-performance electronics industry.
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GmbH

Success is based on continuity

Robert Cap, the son of the founder looks back on the successful 

history of the company that his father founded: ”For over 25 years 

we have been successfully marketing electronic components on 

the “cooler market”. The success story of SEPA fans and CPU 

coolers began in 1990.  It was continued by adding fans of other 

renowned manufacturers, an extensive range of accessories and 

numerous services.

„However, despite this positive development, we are focussing fully 

on the future“ remarked the founder Heinrich Cap. „A convincing 

reason for handing over the management of the company to my 

son, to ensure that we successfully meet both the challenges of 

today and tomorrow. “Since then we have been able to master a 

number of new tasks, e.g. the building of the new company head-

quarters in the industrial park Breisgau/Eschbach and the intro-

duction of a quality management system (ISO 9001:2015).

To achieve this, we require a highly competent team! In the course 

of the years, an experienced team has established itself: Team spirit, 

a positive work environment, common goals and the customers 

constitute the fundamental basis for a low staff turnover.

Our portfolio – fresh air and fresh ideas

We aim at convincing our customers with our extensive product 

range. This not only includes axial and radial fans but also chip 

coolers and a wide range of accessories, e.g. finger guards, AC 

connection cables and dust-proof grids.

Our passion for fans is reflected in the development of special cus-

tomized solutions ranging from ready-for connection, assembled 

fans with customer-specific lead lengths and connectors, picked 

goods in sales-oriented packaging to complete customer-specific 

fans. We offer tailor-made solutions to meet your exact requirements, 

e.g. fan/heat sink combinations with heat pipes or Peltier elements.  

We address new challenges and always find the appropriate solution.

High flexibility and the constant availability of all products are deci-

sive aspects of our corporate philosophy. For this very reason, we 

moved 2015 to our new building in the Eschbach Industrial Park 

Breisgau with its considerably larger storage space. We are now in a 

position to immediately supply many standard fans and accessories.

Sales representatives in Germany, Austria, France and Switzerland 

as well as some Eastern European countries ensure personal on-site 

customer support.

The fascination of customized cooling solutions


